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Abstract —Text summarization is the system of extracting 

essential facts from the given facts and writing it within 

the form of precis. Many people locate it tough to read the 

whole passage of records so that it will gather the essential 

key factors, so we use textual content summarization to 

reduce the burden of analyzing big passages. Text 

summarization is been used in lots of application like 

business evaluation and marketplace overview. On the 

entire, by using textual content summarization we get the 

statistics wished simply by using studying the summary. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Text summarization is the method of extracting crucial 

information from the given statistics and writing it in the form 

of summary. Lately the want for text summarization has 

expanded in various paperwork like product evaluation, precis 

of information, search engine, enterprise analysis. Abstract is 
described as the precis of information. Since text 

summarization improved in current years, the want of 

summary in all fields additionally increased inside the 

comparable manner. When paper presentation is made abstract 

has end up obligatory so one can go through the entire 

statistics in unmarried component. In 1950, automatic 

summarizer changed into found, which is used to gather all of 

the crucial sentences from a record and assemble it at one 

region. The essential intention of this automated summarizer is 

to lessen the content of files through amassing essential 

records. Text summarization is divided into two kinds 
abstractive and extractive summarization. Extractive 

summarization is the manner of amassing important facts or 

sentence and mixing it to form a precis without converting the 

actual which means of the text. Abstractive summarization is 

the technique of knowledge the source text with the aid of the 

usage of linguistic technique, studying and analyzing the text. 

The method entails interruption of text which could certainly 

make the summary a higher one by means of decreasing the 

redundancy and maintaining a very good compression rate. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY                                          

Summaries using abstractive techniques are commonly divide

d into two types: structured approach and semantic approach. 

Structured based approach: 

Structured based encodes the most important information from 

the source text by using extraction rules and templates 

Techniques used under structured based approach are: 
Tree based method: In this method, it uses tree as a 

dependency to represent the text of a document It uses either a 

language generator or an algorithm for generation of algorithm  

Template based method: In this method, it uses linguistic 

patterns or extraction rules to extract the information from 

source text and represent it in the form of template. 

Ontology based data: Ontology reduces uncertain data in the 

source text. It draws relation between each sentence and 

makes it easy to understand  

Rule based method: Documents to be summarized are 

represented in terms of categories and a list of aspects. 

Semantic based approach:  
Semantic based approach is used in the framework of natural  

language generation. This approach is employed by analyzing 

linguistic data to classify noun phrase and verb phrase.  

Semantic-based methodology approaches used include: 

Multi modal semantic model: This semantic model captures 

relationship among concepts. Since it includes salient textual 

and graphical content it gives excellent abstract summary as 

an output. 

Information item based method: The contents are gathered 

from the abstract representation and not from source 
documents. The main strength of this approach is it produces 

less redundancy and rich information in short summary. 

Semantic graph-based method: In this approach it creates a 

rich semantic graph for the original text resulting in less 

redundancy and grammatically correct sentences in the 

summary. 

Extractive Summarization Approach: Extractive 

summarization is the process of collecting important 
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information or sentence and combining it to form a summary 

without changing the actual meaning of the text. Techniques 

used in extractive based approach are: 

Term frequency inverse document frequency method: 

The amount of sentences in the document containing  

that word is defined as the number of phrases.  

Subsequently, these sentence vectors are determined by questi

on similarity, and the highest scoring sentences are chosen as 

part of description. 

 Cluster based method: 
The next element in document (Li) which is the location of the 

sentence. The last element in the text to which it refers is its 

resemblance to the first sentence (Fi). Si= W1* Ci + W2* Fi+ 

W3* Li Where, W1, W2, W3 is overview weight-age. The k-

means clustering algorithm is applied. 

K nearest neighbor for text summarizing using feature 

similarity: In this research, we recommend a selected model 

of KNN (K Nearest Neighbor) wherein the similarity between 

function vectors is computed thinking about the similarity 

amongst attributes or features as well as certainly one of 

values. The undertaking of text summarization is viewed into 

the binary classification mission where each paragraph or 

sentence is assessed into the essence or no essence, and in 

previous works, advanced results are obtained by way of the 

proposed version inside the textual content category and 

clustering. In these studies, we define the similarity which 
considers each attributes and characteristic values, modify the 

KNN into the model based at the similarity, and use the 

changed version as the approach to the textual content 

summarization undertaking. As the blessings from these 

studies, we may additionally expect the more compact 

representation of information objects and the higher 

performance. Therefore, the intention of this research is to 

implement the text summarization set of rules which 

represents information items extra compactly and provides the 

more reliability.      

Sentence reduction for automatic text summarization: We 

gift a singular sentence discount device for mechanically 
disposing of extraneous terms from sentences which might be 

extracted from a file for summarization reason. The device 

makes use of a couple of resources of understanding to decide 

which terms in an extracted sentence can be removed, which 

includes syntactic knowledge, context facts, and information 

computed from a corpus which consists of examples written 

by means of human experts. Reduction can extensively 

enhance the conciseness of automatic summaries. 

Original text: When it arrives sometime next 12 months in 

new TV units, the V-chip will supply parents a new and 

potentially progressive tool to block out packages they do not 
want their youngsters to see Reduced by humans: The V-chip 

will provide mother and father a tool to dam out programs 

they do not want their youngsters to look. 

Neural headline generation: It is also an encoder decoder 

model that uses cutting-edge methodologies to track natural 

language translation, its syntactic and semantic features of 

sequence input sentences can be very helpful in generating 

headline using AMR as it can be proved to be a rooted, guided 

and acyclic graph encoding the meaning of the sentence. This 
includes graph nodes representing concepts and directed edges 

representing the relationship between the nodes. Using this 

AMR encoder model, the benchmark data showed that 

standard automated evaluation measures of headline 

generation tasks have been successfully improved, ROUGE-

1, ROUGE-

2 and ROUGEL these findings provide empirical evidence tha

t syntactic and semantine information obtained as a result of a

n automated parser will help improve the approach of the neur

al encoder-decoder in NLG tasks. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY 

 
Automatic text summarization is producing of summary which 

has meaning. The input is a collection of reviews or texts and 

the output may be a quick summary.  

 
         Fig 1. Architecture of Encoder-Decoder 

 

The Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) contains Gated 

Recurrent Neural Network (GRU) or Long Short-term 

Memory (LSTM) and encoder, decoder.2 steps we will mount 

the Encoder-Decoder: 

1.Training phase 
2.Inference section 

 

Training section: 

Here we will a set up the encoder and decoder. 

 

Encoder: 

An Encoder is LSTM which reads the input, at every timestep, 

one word is fed into the encoder 

 The diagram below illustrates this process:  

 

 
                               Fig 2. Encoder Model 

The decoder is initialized by the hidden state(hi) and mobile  
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state(ci) of the ultimate time stage. Know, this is because the  

encoder and decoder are different units of the LSTM system 

 
Decoder: 

The decoder is also a LSTM network, which reads the entire  

target series term-by-phrase and calculates a one-

time offset of the same sequence.  

The decoder is trained in anticipating the corresponding  

sentence in the sequence given the preceding word.  

 

 
                             Fig. 3. Decoder model 

 

Beginning and end are special tokens which can be added to 

the target sequence earlier than those fed into the decoder. 

Taking a look at the series, the list of priorities is ambiguous. 

So, we begin to predict the target sequence by passing the first 

word into the decoder, which could always be the initiating 

token. And the token finish means the sentence ends. 

 
Inference Phase: 

The version is validated after training on new source 

sequences, for which the aim series is unknown. So, to decode 

a test series we need to set up the inference architecture: 

 
                           Fig. 4. Inference model 

 

 

steps to decode the test sequence: 

 

 Encode the input 

 Pass a begin token as a variable for input 

 Run the decoder for various timesteps 

 The output may be a word with maximum occurrence 

 Pass the output phrase to the decoder in the inner 

state time step 

 Repeat the steps above until we get a finish token or 
maximum length of the text is covered 

 

Let’s take an instance in which the take a look at collection is 

given by means of [a1, a2, a3, a4]. The inference process 

works as below: 

Encode the check series into inner country vectors 

Observe the following predictions at various time values 

 

 
 

                      Fig.  t=1 

 

 

 
 

                    Fig.  t=2                 

 

 
                                                                                  

 
                      Fig.t=3 
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Global Attention: 

 

All of the encoder's hidden states are considered for deriving 
the background vector in issue: 

 
                                  Fig 5. global attention 

 

Local Attention:  

Just a few concealed encoder states are known to obtain a vect

or for this 

 

 
                                   Fig. 6. Local attention 

 

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

Customer reviews may be lengthy and concise at regular 

intervals. As you might imagine, reading these reviews 
manually is practically time-eating. This is where it is possible 

to implement the power of Natural Language Processing to 

produce an accuracy for long reviews. Our goal right here is to 

provide a description of the use of the abstraction-based 

approach for the Amazon Fine Food evaluations.  

 

 
           Fig. 7. Sample reviews of the dataset 

 

Model building 

Steps: 
 Return Sequences = True: Once set to True, the 

parameter returns sequences, LSTM produces the 

secret state and cell nation for each time step 

 Initial State: It is used for the initialization of internal 

LSTM states first. 

 Stacked LSTM: Stacked LSTM involves a few layers 

of LSTM stacked on the top of each other. Which 

results in a higher representation of the set. Below are 

a few summaries generated by means of the model: 

 

 

 

 
 

                         Fig. 8. Summarized reviews 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this work we have developed a text summarizer using deep 

learning mechanism on point generator bases, and confirmed 

that it reduces inaccuracies and repetition. We carried out our 

model to a new and tough long text dataset, and drastically 

outperformed the abstractive contemporary result. Our model 

exhibits many abstractive abilities, however reaching better 

ranges of abstraction stays an open research question. 
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